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Color contrast was assessed in the equiluminantplane using asymmetricmatching.Test and
surroundstimuli lay on cardinalaxes of a cone opponentchromaticityspace, (Z–lw, S–-SW).
Matcheswere madeas a functionof both test and surroundchromaticity.Somematchesshowed
constantmaximal inductionconsistentwith retinal adaptationto the surround;others showed
constantminimalinduction.Thesematcheswereseparatedby a hiatusin whichcolorappearance
did not vary greatly with test chromaticity.The results suggest that rectifiedretinal spectral
opponentpathwaysdo notforma unitarychromaticopponentpathwaybutaresubjectto pathway-
specificinteractions.Copyright01996 ElsevierScienceLtd.
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INTRODUCTION
Induction refers to a visual process of interaction that
occurs when two visual stimuli are presented in adjacent
fields. The appearance of each field is affected by the
presence of the other. Often, a smaller test field is
presented within a larger surround and the reciprocal
inducing effect of the test field is considered negligible,
In this case, the surround field may be termed the
inducingfield.For this type of simple displayand stimuli
differing in spectral content, a common effect of
induction is color contrast (Wyszecki, 1986): the
presence of the inducing field shifts the appearance of
the test fieldaway from that of the inducer.For a neutral
test field, the shift is generally toward the complementof
the inducer. The majority of early studies and methods
were reviewed by Ware and Cowan (1982) and
Chichilniskyand Wandell (1995).
The two-process model
The most important and enduring theoretical explana-
tion of color inductionis the two-processmodel(Jameson
& Hurvich, 1972;Wyszecki, 1986).The firstprocess is a
multiplicativeprocess or gain reduction that reflects the
state of adaptation of the cone photoreceptorsstimulated
by the test and inducing fields.The second process is an
additiveone that occursfollowingan opponentsitewhere
cone photoreceptorsignals have undergone addition and
subtraction. The additive process subtracts an opponent
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signal generated solely by the inducing field from the
opponent signal generated by the test field. In the
Jameson and Hurvich formulation (Jameson & Hurvich,
1959,1961, 1964,1972),the opponencywas that of their
chromatic opponent valence model. For the red–green
channel and induction measured at constant luminance,
the equation is:
(r/g)t = (kl~ - k2B + ~3~) ‘~(r/gI) (1)
where(r/g)tisthe chromaticopponentsignalgeneratedin
the test field,kly, k.# and k3a represent the adapted cone
responses (for cones identifiedas a, B and y) of the test
field, due to influencesfrom both the test field and the
inducing surround. The term fir/gl) represents a chro-
matic-opponentcontributionfrom the inducingfield.The
Jameson and Hurvich formulationwas derived primarily
to explain color inductiondue to surroundingcolors in a
fixed luminanceplane. The formulation explains a wide
range of data (Ware & Cowan, 1982).It shouldbe noted
that when induction data are plotted in a chromaticity
plane, the multiplicativeand the additive effects are not
well distinguished, since both predict that the test
chromaticity is moved in the same direction away from
the inducing field.
Shevell(1978)noted that the two-processmodel could
be conceptualizedas a gain equation. Shevell evaluated
the two-processmodel by measuring a null percept, that
of neither rednessnor greenness,as a functionof varying
spectral radiance of a dichromatictest field presented on
a fixed radiance background.The Shevell version of the
two-processmodel can be written:
AG = V(B) + AR]g(R) (2)
where B is the inducingbackground,and the dichromatic
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test stimuli, ~ and AG, are superimposedlong- (Z?)and
middle-wavelength(G) test lights. The amount of AG is
adjustedby the observerat each radiance of ARto give a
null percept of redness-greenness. This formulation
allows evaluation of induction over a wide radiance
range but at a singlechromaticitypoint, the null hue. The
formulation clearly separates the multiplicative, g(R),
and additive,fill), effects. Another importantdistinction
may be made between Shevell’sconceptualizationof the
two-process model and that of Jameson and Hurvich
(1972). The predictions of the Jameson and Hurvich
formulation depend on the specific chromatic opponent
pathways. In comparison, the Shevell formulation is
relatively independentof the precise spectralsensitivities
of the visual photoreceptorsor the formulation used to
derive the opponent process. The null percept data are
robust and have shown clear effects both of the spectral
composition, the adaptation level, and the spatial
composition of the background (Walraven, 1976; She-
vell, 1982, 1987, 1992; Shevell & Humanski, 1988;
Shevell& Wesner, 1989;Wesner & Shevell, 1992,1994;
Jenness & Shevell, 1995;Wei & Shevell, 1995).
Physiology of spectral opponency
Our experimentaldesign and data treatment are based
on recent advances in primate retinal physiology.There
has been rapid growth of information concerning the
early processing of visual signals in the primate retina
and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Derringtonet al.,
1984;Derrington& Lennie, 1984;Kaplanet al,, 1990).It
is now accepted that the signals important for color
perception are generated by the on- and off- cells of the
Parvocellular(PC-) pathway. In two independentclasses
of PC-pathway cells, opponency to lights of varying
spectral character is obtained either by subtractinglong-
wavelength sensitive (LWS) and middle-wavelength
sensitive (MWS) cones or by subtracting short-wave-
length sensitive (SWS) cones and summing LWS and
MWS cones. We use the term “spectral opponency” to
differentiate this physiology-based retinal opponency
from the perceptual chromatic valence opponency of
Hurvich and Jameson (1957, 1958).
The major range of luminance adaptation is accom-
plished by retinal processing preceding the signal
transmission to the LGN (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell,
1984; Shapley, 1990). Some of this adaptation may be
receptor-specific;some may occur at subsequentretino-
neural levels. The implicationof these ideas for the two-
process model is that the multiplicativeeffect should be
accomplished in the PC-pathway primarily before the
level of spectral opponency although the opponent stage
itself might contribute to adaptation.The additive effect
could representactivityat the levelof spectralopponency
or at some higherlevelwhere interactionsamongspectral
opponentpathways may occur.
Spectral opponency and chromatic discrimination
Studies of chromatic discrimination have revealed
strong adaptation influences of chromatic surrounds or
backgrounds (Hurvich & Jameson, 1961; Pokomv &
Smith, 1970; Krauskopf& Gegenfurtner, 1992; Zaidi et
al., 1992;Miyaharaet al., 1993).Discriminationis most
precise at the chromaticity of the adapting surround/
background. The data can be explained by a model of
spectral opponency and it can be seen that the
discriminationoptimumreflectsalmostcomplete adapta-
tion to the surround (Zaidi et al., 1992; Miyahara et al.,
1993). In the absence of a surround, there is still a
discrimination optimum (Boynton & Kambe, 1980;
Miyaharaet al., 1993;Yeh et al., 1993).
These discriminationstudies have strong implications
for color induction.Supposewe assume that centers and
surroundsof red–green spectral opponent cells are cone
specific (i.e. either LWS or MWS), resulting in four
classes of spectral opponent cells [(+L –M), (+ M–L),
(–L +Af) and (–M+L)]. If adaptation is also cone-
specific,we can describethe adaptedsignals.The precise
nature of the adaptation is not important and it is
convenient to follow the ideas developed to describe
luminanceadaptationin the visual system(Geisler, 1981;
Adelson, 1982;Hood& Finkelstein,1986;Hayhoeet al.,
1987). The adapted (+L–M) spectral opponent cell
responsewill be given by:
R1+~-~J= k[L.G(LA)– ~.@fA)] +~0 (3)
where L~ and M. represent signals proportional to the
quantal excitation level of the LWS and MWS photo-
receptors for a given test chromaticity, and G(LA) and
G(MA)represent the effects of adaptation, specific to a
given adaptingchromaticity.This portionof the equation
is conceptuallyidenticalto the multiplicativeeffect of the
two-processmodel.ROrepresentsthe resting level of the
cell. Similar equations can be written for the other cell
types. Followingadaptation,the responseto the adapting
stimuluswill be the resting level, Ro. Physiologicaldata
are consistentwith thisnotion.If the stateof adaptationis
maintained, responses to other chromaticities follow a
saturating function, usually treated by a Michaelis-
Menten equation:
[L G(LA) -MCG(MA)]R(+L-M) = Rmax e
/{[LeG(Lfim-A) - JfeG(~A)] + S} +Ro
(4)
where RrnaXis the maximal response and S is a constant.
A given PC-pathwaycell respondsbest to a chromaticity
change in its preferred direction (Kremers et al. 1993;
Lee et al., 1994). Change in the non-preferreddirection
will drive the cell below its resting level. The resting
level is usually only about 15%of the maximal response
rate. This is an intrinsicnonlinearitythat renders the cell
response asymmetric: the cdl behaves as if partially
rectified.Thus the (+L —M) cell responds to increases
in redness and increases in luminance contras~ the
(–L +A4) cell responds to decreases in redness and
decreases in luminance contrast, the (+M – L) cell
responds to increases in greenness and increases in
luminance contrast, the (–M +L) cell responds to
decreases in greenness and decreases in luminance
contrast. All four cell types respond to equiluminant
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chromatic temporal alternation, differing only in the
phase of their responses (Derringtonet al., 1984;Lee et
aZ.,1990;Smithet al., 1992).For equiluminantchromatic
pulses, the (+L – M) and (– M+L) give redundant
information, responding positively to redward changes
from their adaptationpoint; similarly,the (+ M – L) and
(– L +M) give redundant information, responding
positively to greenward changes from their adaptation
point (Lee et aZ., 1994). To achieve a response for the
entire chromatic contrast range, we require pairs of cells
of opposite chromatic signatures, e.g. (+L – M) and
(+M – L).
Spectral opponency and the two-process model
Physiological studies suggest that the spectral oppo-
nentprocessnormalizesto a given adaptingchromaticity.
In this case, equation (4) predicts that a chromatic
surround will remove its entire chromatic content from
the test. There has been some disagreement in the
literatureas to the relativecontributionsof multiplicative
and additive effects (Chichilnisky& Wandell, 1995).As
pointed out by Ware and Cowan (1982), the majority of
early studies did not evaluate color contrast for a wide
range of test chromaticitiesand highlysaturatedinducing
colors. Further, studies varied in their control of the
adaptation state. At one extreme, Ware and Cowan
(1982)used periodic spatialpatternswith narrow stripes.
For this display, the inducing stripes do not dominate
retinaladaptation.Thus their effectsare dominatedby the
additive effect and do not provide a strong test of the
receptoralgain hypothesis.At the other extreme, a recent
study (Chichilnisky & Wandell, 1995) used a 64 deg
surround of differing spectral radiation, fused in a
binocular percept. Their data were dominated by the
multiplicative effect without much evidence for an
additive effect.
Our study was designed to evaluate the role of retinal
chromatic adaptation in color appearance at equilumi-
nance. A feature of this study was to specify stimuli in a
cone chromaticity space that also describes the spectral
opponency of the primate retina. We could thus study
contrast within the framework of modern knowledge of
spectral opponent pathways. Chromatic discrimination
data (see also Zaidi et al., 1992; Miyahara et al,, 1993)
with 1 deg test fields revealed that surroundssubtending
10 deg visual angle were sufficient to control retinal
chromatic adaptation. Color appearance has not been
studied fully under these conditions. We used an
asymmetric matching technique in which although there
was disparate adaptation between the tsvo eyes, the
adaptationwas confinedto separateareas of visual space.
This experimentaldesign did reveal the expected retinal
chromatic adaptation. Additionally we found a new
phenomenon,a region of chromaticityspace that appears
desaturated in a strong chromatic surround. We have
termed this region the “hiatus” and suggest that rectified
spectral opponent pathways do not combine to form a
unitary chromatic opponent process. Additionally, our
study revealed interactions of spectral opponent path-
TABLE 1. Phosphorchromaticitiesfor the Nanao color monitor
Phosphor Chromaticity Luminance(cd/mz)
1 s Y,
Red 0.8153 0.12 9.96
Green 0.6067 0.2173 40.00
Blue 0.5256 10.3206 4.608
ways, consistentwith data demonstratingnon-linearities
for null hue loci (Burnset al., 1984;Ayama et al., 1987).
Brief reportsof the resultshave been published(Smith et
al., 1994;Smith & Pokorny, 1994).
METHODS
Apparatus and calibration
The stimuli were generated by a PIXAR II image
processor under control of a SUN 3 computer and were
displayed on a 17” Nanao (T560i Flexscan) color
monitor. The monitor was viewed through a 1 m
haploscope.
The phosphor output was measured as a function of
wavelengthat the maximumlight level for each phosphor
using an International Light model IL1700 Spectro-
radiometer/Photometer.Radiancewas measured (4.2 nm
half-bandwidth)at wavelength intervals of 0.83 nm and
then converted to 1 nm intervals by interpolation.The
stimuli are specified in a cone chromaticity space (1,s,
YJ),using the Smith and Pokomy (1975) transformation
of the Vos-Judd (Vos, 1978) observer, (~J, YJ, ZJ).
Normalizationis to a relativetrolandspace,a formulation
first suggested by Boynton and Kambe (1980). In this
normalization, ~(a)+ fi(~) = ~J(~) and the S(2) funda-
mental is equivalentto 2(1).Thus 100tds of equalenergy
white are partitioned among 66.54 Ltrolands and 33.46
rn-trolands, and the s-troland content is 100. The
chromaticity coordinates and maximal luminance (cd/
m2relative to Judd)of the phosphorsin this relativecone
troland space (1,s, YJ)are shown in Table 1.
The luminanceat each phosphoroutputwas measured
for 1024 levels of input integer value with the spectro-
radiometer/photometer.A look-up table was constructed
to represent relations betvieenvoltage integer value and
phosphor luminance. Transformation between cone
relative troland values (1, s, YJ) and voltage integer
values of the three phosphorswas performed using the
results of the measurementsand calculations.
The monitor screen was viewed by the observer
through a haploscope. The device uses four pairs of
mirrors to allow an observer to fuse a binocular fixation
target for any inter-ocular eye distance. The monitor
screen was divided vertically to present left and right
halvesto the haploscope.One half-screenpresenteda test
stimuluswhich was matched to the comparisonstimulus
in the other half-screen [Fig. l(a)]. The test and
comparison stimuli subtended 1 deg square, appearing
in a 3 x 9 deg rectangularsurround.Two fixationtargets
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FIGURE1.A diagramof the stimulusdisplay. (a) showsthe displayas
it appearedon the center of the monitorscreen. (b) showsthe displayas
it appeared to the observer in the haploscope.
served as a binocular fixation device. Each target was
formed by a square outline with two spokes. When
properlyaligned, the observersaw a singlesquareoutline
with four spokes.The center of the fixationtargetwas 1.5
deg from the center of the test and comparison squares.
The fixation targets were placed on the more peripheral
part of each stimulus so that we could use the central
portion of the monitor for the stimulus display. Thus,
when viewed in the haploscope,the right eye saw the left
visualdisplayand the left eye saw the rightvisualdisplay
[Fig. l(b)].
A response box was constructed and interfaced to the
SUN computer via a serial interface. The box had three
bidirectional switches which signalled two chromatic
directions (*1 and fs) and luminance (f YJ).A push-
button signalled a response and set up the next trial.
Stimuli
The luminance of test and comparison squares, and
their surrounds was kept at 12 cd/m2 throughout the
experiment. This luminance corresponded to 110 effec-
tive trolands (LeGrand, 1968).
;7 I 1 1 1 1 1
-z r -------
-,
TESTS
i
-1
-------------- 4c? \;5 ) ~’6 ~ ;5 ‘ ~’7 ~ ;5 ‘ 0’8 ‘ ~ ;5
Relative 1 troland - l/(l+m)
FIGURE 2. The surround and test stimuli plotted in a relative cone
trolandchromaticityspace. Solid lines indicate the test stimuli; dashed
lines indicate the surrounds.
The comparison stimulus appeared in a neutral
surround, metameric to equal energy white; relative
troland (1, s) coordinates were (0.665, 0.997). The test
field appeared in one of the chromatic surrounds. The
surround and test chromaticitieswere arranged on pairs
of lines in (1,s) relative cone troland space, as shown in
Fig. 2. The test stimuliwere on lines of constant relative
s- or Ltroland intersectingat a neutral white, metameric
to equalenergywhite. There were 12 test stimulion the 1-
nine,spacedbetween 0.60 and 0.81, and 10 test stimulion
the s-line, spaced between 0.2 and 6.0. The surrounds
were similarlyon linesof constantrelatives- or Ltroland.
However the surround chromaticities intersected at a
point (0.65, 0.4), slightlydisplacedfrom the test stimulus
intersection.There were 12surroundson the l-linespaced
between 0.608 and 0.81 and 10 surrounds on the s-line
spaced between 0.2 and 6.0. The separation of the
stimuluslines from the surround lines was to ensure that
the test stimuli were distinguishableunder all matching
conditions.
Procedure
The 1-and s-surroundsetswere investigatedin separate
experiments. In Experiment 1, observers made hue
matches for test stimuli on the test l-line for the set of
surroundsvarying on the surround l-line. In Experiment
2, observersmade hue matches for test stimulion the test
s-line for the set of surroundsvarying on the surrounds-
line.Data for threesurroundconditionscouldbe obtained
comfortably in a 1 hr session. We always chose three
surroundsof the same spectral opponentpolarity and the
initial surround was closest to neutral and then the
saturationwas increasedin subsequentruns.Thus, a more
saturatedsurroundwas never followedby a less saturated
surround in the same session. This procedure avoided
long-term adaptation effects to saturated surrounds
(Jameson et al., 1979). Such effects are real and
noticeable if a neutral surround condition is presented
following a highly saturated surround condition. For
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example, following adaptation to a surround whose
achromaticity coordinate is 6.0, physically identical
neutral surrounds may not appear identical for several
hours.
The observer first adapted for 3 min to the chosen
surround.Then, the set of stimulustrialswas presented in
random order, followed by two more repetitions of the
set, to give three settings per test stimulusper surround.
The method of adjustmentwas used. The observer used
the bidirectional switches to adjust the chromaticity of
the comparisonsquare in the neutral surroundto obtain a
hue match to the test squarein the inducingsurround.The
observer could use the luminance switch at will. In
practice, the observers did not choose to use this switch.
The data were stored on disk.
Observers
The three observers (AC, male, 30; GK, female, 21;
VS, female, 56) were all normal trichromats as assessed
with the Ishiharapseudoisochromaticplatesand the Neitz
OT anomaloscope.There was no history of X-chromo-
some linked color defect in the families of GK and VS.
Farnsworth 100-hueerror scores were 20 for AC, 24 for
G~ and 4 for VS. AC and GK were well-practiced
psychophysicalobserverswho had no knowledgeof the
experimental design or expectation. VS is one of the
authors.
Data analysis and presentation
The data consist of a pair of coordinates (1, s) at the
match for each test and surroundcondition.Since we are
concerned with color appearance,we decided to present
the data graphicallyin a spectralopponentform. For each
test and matching chromaticity,we calculated the 1-and
s-quantities(1—/w) and (s —Sw),where (Jw,Sw)are the
relative troland chromaticitiesmetameric to equalenergy
white (0.665, 1.0). This calculation translates the origin
of the relative troland chromaticity space to the equal
energy white. The axes of the spectral opponent
chromaticity space are identical to those of Derrington
et al. (1984). However, the normalization is different.
Derringtonet al. (1984)normalizedto availablecontrast;
their normalization is specific to their monitor primaries
and luminance. Our normalizationis in relativetrolands.
A spectral opponent chromaticity space, like the chro-
matic opponent space of Jameson and Hurvich (1964)
assumesthat the conephotoreceptorsare adaptedto equal
energy white. The spectral opponent normalization
divides the predominant hue percepts into percepts of
“red” vs “blue-green” on the (1 —/w)-axis and into
percepts “blue-purple” vs “green-yellow” on the
(s – sw)-axis. We use these color names as a mnemonic
device to describe the percepts in the rest of this paper.
We obtain two plots for each surround.In Experiment
1, the test and surroundcolorsvaried along the l-line at a
constant s-chromaticity for the surround, s,ur~~~ndand a
constant (different) s-chromaticity for the test, st~~t.We
can plot the opponent coordinate of the match,
(1– lw)~,,.~ vs the opponent coordinate of the test,
(a)
-o ‘~
&
-, ~
-0.2 -0.1 0 0.2 0.3
(1 - 1;”l
(b)
““~
0.1 t /1
s:
0.05
$
0
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-0.05
-0.1
-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
(1- wtem
FIGURE3. (a) The spectral opponentresponsederivedfrom equation
(5) for two adaptationconditions,the matchingdisplaywith a surround
metameric to equalenergywhite (thick line) and the test displaywith a
red surround, (lA – Zw)(thin line). At the haploscopic match, the
response (1 — nr)so should be equal for test and match stimuli. This
expectationthus involvesa translationof the matchchromaticityon the
horizontal axis, toward (lA – Iw). (b) Example of the spectral
opponent chromaticity diagram for data presentation. This figure
showsthe graphformatfor the main results of Experiment1,with data
(1– [W)ma,.,plotted as a function of (1– /w),,,,. The position of
(lA– IW)is indicatedby an arrow.The thin diagonalline indicatesthe
expected position of the match if there is no effect of the adapting
surround.The thick line indicates the predicted match under the two-
processmodel if matchesare determinedby adaptationto the surround
chromaticity.
(1– Zw),e,,and we can plot the opponent coordinate of
the match, (s – sw)~@ vs the chromaticity coordinate
of the test, (1—IW)teSt. In Experiment 2, the test and
surround colors varied along the s-line at a constant 1-
chromaticity for the surround, ~,.rr.u.d and a constant
(different)Lchromaticityfor the test, lt.,t.We can plot the
s-opponentcoordinateof the match, (s —~w)~atchvs the
s-opponentcoordinateof the test, (s —sw)te~tand we can
plot the f-opponentcoordinateof the match, (1 – ~w)~atch
vs the s-opponent coordinate of the test, (s —sw)t~~t.
Consider the inter-ocular control condition where both
surroundsare metamericto equalenergywhite. If the two
eyes are identical, the plots of the Lmatches for l-tests,
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TABLE2. Parameters and square root of the mean squared residuals (MSR) of the fits for Experiment 1
Surround (/ – lw)m,,ch (s– Sw)match
1– lwl Intercept 1 Intercept 2 (MSR)05 a b (MSR)0”5
Observer AC
–0.057
–0.045
–0.025
O.000
0.015
0.035
0.055
0.075
0.095
0.115
0.135
0.145
Observer GK
–0.057
–0.045
–0.025
O.000
0.015
0.035
0.055
0.075
0.095
0.115
0.135
0.145
Observer VS
–0.057
–0.045
–0.025
O.000
0.015
0.035
0.055
0.075
0.095
0.115
0.135
0.145
–0.033
–0.023
–0.008
0.004
0.011
0.012
0.018
0.021
0.026
0.022
0.026
–0.031
–0.018
O.000
–0.001
0.010
0.021
0.020
0.013
0.011
0.014
0.016
–0.665
–0.033
–0.019
–0.001
0.004
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.010
0.007
0.008
0.013
–0.015
–0.021
–0.014
0.006
0.014
0.023
0.045
0.064
0.079
0.115
–0.016
–0.014
–0.010
0.002
0.014
0.032
0.048
0.057
0.064
0.083
–0.012
–0.013
–0.009
–0.001
0.006
0.019
0.033
0.047
0.067
0.098
0.115
0.0044
0.0097
0.0062
0.0084
0.0059
0.0074
0.0103
0.0089
0.0127
0.0116
0.006
0.0105
0.0087
0.0061
0.0059
0.0118
0.0069
0.0067
0.0097
0.0084
0.0145
0.0131
0.0069
0.0123
0.0041
0.0049
0.0038
0.003
0.0019
0.006
0.007
0.0108
0.0092
0.0072
0.0031
0.0055
1.004
1.006
1.047
1.029
1.115
1.172
0.944
0.947
0.882
0.902
0.903
0.878
1.331
1.168
1.169
1.201
1.111
1.327
1.442
1.410
1.310
1.061
1.072
1.054
0.960
0.982
0.999
1.013
1.013
0.994
0.819
0.919
0.797
0.833
0.876
0.863
0.324
0.372
0.271
0.409
0.293
0.271
0,625
0.677
0.706
0.839
0.790
0,949
0.061
0.214
0.199
0.191
0.328
0.112
0.000
0.084
0.084
0.379
0.410
0.411
0.393
0.425
0.411
0.357
0.291
0.412
0.691
0.617
0.828
0.869
0.691
0.949
0.0585
0.1013
0.0901
0.1236
0.078
0.0858
0.0722
0.0837
0.1081
0.0977
0.1116
0.0825
0.115
0.1703
0.0662
0.1161
0.1253
0.1075
0.13
0.1035
0.1623
0.1427
0.137
0.0896
0.0529
0.06
0.0589
0.046
0.0557
0.047
0.0491
0.0627
0.0855
0.064
0.0696
0.0662
a, b, constants.
(1 – lw)~,t.~ vs (1– IW),..,or the s-matches for s-tests,
(s – Sw)m.,.hvs (s – Sw),.,,, should yield data on the
diagonal.The plots of s-matchesfOr~-teStS,(s – ~w)~atch
vs (/ —~w)te~tand l-matches for s-tests, (1 —/w)~a~Chvs
(s – SW),.,,,evaluatea possibieinteractionof the spectral
opponent mechanisms in determining hue percepts.
These data shouldyield a horizontalline passingthrough
equal energy white, provided the spectral opponent
mechanisms are independent.
According to the two-process model, a surround can
have two effects: a multiplicative effect caused when
retinal adaptation to the surround alters the signals from
the test field and a subtractive effect caused by a signal
from the inducingfield.In our stimuluspresentationas in
that of Jameson and Hurvich (1964), both these effects
cause a displacement
adaptation chromaticity.
effect of the surround
of the matches toward the
According to equation (4), the
is to normalize the spectral
opponent channel to the adapting chromaticity. In Fig.
3(a) we show an opponent response function calculated
from equation (4) by combiningresponsesfrom two cell
types of opposite signature, a (+L – M) cell and a
(+M – L) cell in order to create a unitary (1– m)
spectral opponentmechanism:
(z– rn)50= 11(+~-~)– R(+~-Q. (5)
Since our experimentis conductedin the equiluminant
plane, we ignore the redundantinformationgenerated by
the pair of off-center cells. The spectral opponent
response is zero at the adapting chromaticity. Two
adaptationsare shown, neutral (thick line) which should
correspondto the comparisonsurround and a long wave
adaptation(thin line)which shouldcorrespondto the test
surround. The major effect of the adaptation is a
horizontal translation without much distortion of the
shape of the spectral opponent response curve. At the
haploscopic match, the observer will need to reset the
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chromaticity in the comparison surround so that the
response output of the unitary (1 —nz)so spectral
opponent is equal to that in the test surround. In the
cone opponentspecification,the matcheswill translateon
the abscissa to intersect the surround chromaticity [Fig.
3(b)]. According to the two-process model, the additive
effect is a functionof the opponentsignal.At the adapting
chromaticity, the opponent signal is at the resting level;
therefore, we expect no additive effect. A similar
argument can be made for a unitary (s —y)so spectral
opponent mechanism. We expect to fit the data of
Lchromaticity matches as a function of Lchromaticity
tests and the data of s-chromaticitymatches as a function
of s-chromaticitytestswith unit slopelines intersectingat
the surround chromaticity.
A similar logic applies to the data for the plots
investigating s-matches as a function of l-tests, or 1-
matches as a function of s-tests. Since we displaced the
surround lines away from equal energy white, we expect
constant displacementsaway from the adapting chroma-
ticity.For the surroundsand testson the l-axis,we expect
the s-match, (s – ~w)~a~ch,to have a constant positive
value equal and oppositeto the adaptation.An interaction
of the surround Lchromaticity, IA, and the s-test,
(s – sw)t.,t, would lead to departures from the expected
horizontalline. Similarlyfor surroundsand tests on thes-
axis, we expect the l-match, (1—1w)~~t~h,to have a
constantpositivevalue and departuresfrom the expected
horizontal line would be indicative of an interaction of
the spectral opponentmechanisms.
RESULTS
Control conditions
We establishedthree control conditions.
(1) Inter-ocular eye control. Observers made hue
matches to the test stimuli presented in a test surround
metameric to the equal energy spectmm. No match is
possiblewhen the test and surroundare metameric since
the testbecomes indistinguishablefrom the surround.For
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TABLE3. Parameters and square root of the mean squared residuals (MSR) of the fits for Experiment2
Surround (s – Sw)match (1– fw)ma,ch
s —SW Intercept 1 Intercept 2 (MSR)0”5 a (MSR)05
Observer AC
–0.8 –0.381
–0.201 0.2387
–0.6
0.009
–0.268
0.0039
–0.252 0.1942
–0.3
0.011
–0.156
0.0035
–0.121 0.0483
0.0
0.010
–0.100
0.0028
0.1367
0.5
0.012
0.066
0.0031
0.109 0.3063
1.0
0.011
0.201
0.0032
0.468 0.3273
2.0
0.011
0.239
0.0036
1.789 0.3950
3.0
0.009
0.274
0.0043
2.550 0.5250
4.0
0.010
0.242
0.0033
3.724 0.2278
5.0
0.011
0.242
0.0033
4.550 0.0798 0.011 0.0026
Observer GK
–0.8 –0.434 –0.106 0.2753
–0.6
0.008
–0.251
0.0042
0.048 0.2891
–0.3
0.007
–0.064
0.0043
0.106 0.2071 0.007
0.0 0.072
0.0038
0.1341
0.5
0.008
0.250
0.0061
0.669 0.3652 0.010
1.0 0.301
0.0041
1.141 0.5806 0.007
2.0
0.0045
0.341 1.825 0.4592
3.0
0.007
0.280
0.0036
0.269 0.4786 0.010
4.0 0.275
0.0043
3.009 0.2913 0.007
5.0
0.0026
0.340 3.915 0.1700 0.010 0.0042
Observer VS
–0.8 –0.385 0.159 0.1123 0.014
–0.6
0.0038
–0.235 0.130 0.1008 0.013
–0.3
0.0024
–0.063 0.076 0.0517 0.014 0.0024
0.0 0.166 0.0786 0.016 0.0042
0.5 0.311 0.768 0.1595 0.014 0.0037
1.0 0.566 1.103 0.2172 0.013 0.0031
2.0 0.528 1.753 0.299 0.012 0.0044
3.0 0.348 2.458 0.1849 0.009 0.0053
4.0 0.398 3.290 0.1879 0.008 0.0047
5.0 0.457 4.183 0.08712 0.006 0.0043
a, constant.
other stimuli on the l-line, there were no consistent
differences in Lchromaticity or s-chromaticity matches
between the two eyes. For other stimuli on the s-line, a
similar result occurred for observers AC and GK. The
observed inter-ocular differences were too small to
warrant any correction of the data. Observer VS showed
a consistent inter-oculardifference in s-matches,with an
average s-match, (s —~w)~a~Chof —0.115for s-matches
on the s-line. All s-match values for VS were corrected
for this inter-oculardifference.
(2) Displacement of test surrounds on the s-line. We
compared hue matches made on the l-line when the
surround s-chromaticity, sAwas displaced to a value of
().4 [i.e. (s – ~A),U,,Oundis – 0.6]. There was no effect of
displacing the surrounds-chromaticityon the l-matches.
The l-matches, (1 – IA)~,~~h,are shown as a function of
the l-test, (1 – IA),.S,,for one observer in Fig. 4(a). A 45
deg line was fit to the data. For the observer in Fig. 4(a),
the y-intercept was slightly displaced (–0,008) but for
two other observers, the y-interceptswere at 0.000 (GK)
and —0.001 (VS). The s-matches, (s —sA)rn~~~h,are
plotted as a functionof the l-test,(1– ZA)~@,in Fig. 4(b).
According to the spectral opponent application of the
two-process model, we predicted these matches to show a
horizontal deviation equal and opposite to the constant
surround displacement of —0.6. These s-matchesare not
on a horizontal line. The value of the s-match,
(s – sw)~.~Ch,is highest at the adapting Lchromaticity,
IW. These data are consistent with null settings for the
percept of “neither blue nor yellow”. Settings for a
percept of “neither blue nor yellow” as a function of
equiluminantchromaticitydo not fall on a straightline in
chromaticity space (Burns et al., 1984; Ayama et al.,
1987).This findingcontradictslinear chromaticopponent
process thepry. The data can be describedby subtracting
a portion of the rectified (1 – rn)so signal of the spectral
opponentprocessfrom they-componentof the (s – y)so
spectral opponent process (Pokcu-nyet al., 1981). We
implementedthis idea by the equation:
(~ –’sw)m~,C~= (a+ be-lo(l~-[wl)– SW) (6)
where a and b are constantswith values (1.029,0.409)for
observerAC; (1.201,0.191) for observerGK; and (1.013,
0.35’7)for observer VS (see Table 2). Their sum (a+ b)
represents a fixed amount of s-induction on the s-axis
attributedto s-pathwayadaptation.The values (a +’b).for
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FIGURE5. Hue matchesfor Experiment1: test and surroundstimuli on two l-lines. The left panels show(1– Zw)m,,hplotted
as a function of (Z’—Zw)te,t.The thin diagonal shows the predictionwith no effect of the surround.The thickdiagonals show
predictions described in the text. The right panels show (s – sw)~a~chplotted as a function of (1– Iw),,,,. Solid lines are
predictionsdescribed in the text. Each set of panels is for a different value of ([A– Zw)indicatedon each graph by an arrow.
the observers are respectively 1.438, 1.392 and 1.370 (4) Displacement of test surrounds on the l-line. We
compared with the value of + 1.6 predicted from compared hue matches made on the s-line when the
adaptation.The results are thusconsistentwith the notion Lchromaticityof the test surround,1Awas displaced to a“
that the effect of displacingthe relativeS td value of the value of 0.64 [i.e. [/ —zA)surround = –0.015]. There was
surroundis to cause adaptationto the surroundcondition. no effect of displacingthe surroundLchromaticity,1A,on
AdditionalI~,there is aninteraction effect of the (1 – m) the s-matches. The s-match data, (s —~w)rn~tCIt,are
spectral opponent mechanismon the s-matches. shown as a function of s-test, (s —sw)t~~t,for one
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FIGURE5. (d-f).
observerin Fig. 4(c), with a 45 deg line fit to the data. For
the observer in Fig. 4(c), the y-intercept was near zero
(–0.100) and for two other observers, the y-intercepts
were at + 0.072 (GK) and + 0.015 (VS), compared with
the value of + 0.015 predicted from adaptation. The
l-matches, (1– lw)~.tCh,are plotted as a function of the
s-test, (s —.sw)te~t,in Fig, 4(d). These l-matchesare on a
horizontalline, representinga constantpositivedisplace-
ment of + 0.012. The displacementfor observer GK was
+ 0.008, and that for VS was + 0.016 VS (see Table 3).
These resultsare consistentwith the notionthat the effect
of displacingthe relativeL td value of the surround is to
cause adaptation to the surround condition. There is no
indicationthat the (.s—y) spectral opponentmechanism
affects the l-matches.
Experiment 1
Hue matches on the l-line. The major data of the first
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experiment are hue matches made as a function of the
value of l-test, (1 —lw)~e,t,and the surround chromati-
city, (1A,0.4). The data for observerAC are displayed in
Fig. 5(a)-(k). Each set of panels shows the three matches
made for one surroundcondition;the left panels show the
f-matches (1 – lw)~,t.~ vs (1– /w),.,, and the right
panels show the s-matches, (s – ~w)~a~chvs (~– 1w)te,l.
The position of the surround chromaticity is shown by
arrows.
For
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the l-matches. matches and tests have common
axes. The horizontal line passes through the origin
dividing the match percepts into positive percepts of
“red” and negative percepts of “blue-green”. The
diagonal indicates adaptation to the equal energy
spectrum. Contrast was observed under all conditions.
The “blue-green” surrounds reduced the “blue-green”
contentof the test stimuli.Similarly,the “red” surrounds
reduced the “red” content of the test stimuli.
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The results show that while a single45 deg line can be
fit to the surroundsclosest to neutral,a singleline of fixed
slopedoesnot in generaldescribethe data.This result is a
failure of one particularaspect of the two-processmodel,
namely the assumptionof a unitary chromatic opponent
function,which predicts that the color appearanceshould
change smoothly as a function of test chromaticity.The
data, however, can be fit by two linear segments
separatedby a region where the hue percept has minimal
“red” or “blue-green” content. We therefore fit two 45
deg lines, allowing the intercepts to vary. For “blue-
green” surrounds (1Ac 0.665), we fit one line to test
chromaticitiesbelow and at the adaptingchromaticity,1,4,
and we fit a secondline to test chromaticitiesat and above
neutral, IW.For “red” surrounds, 1A>0.665, we fit one
line to test chromaticitiesbelow and neutral, IW,and we
fit a second line to test chromaticities at and above the
adapting chromaticity, 1A.The fits are shown by thick
solid lines. These fits showed similar mean square
residuals for all surrounds (Table 2). Figure 5(g) shows
data for a “red” surround with an l-opponent value,
(ZA– IW),of 0.075. The left line, intersectingthe y-axis
at 0.018, describesa minimalamountof induction,which
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is not consistent with adaptation to the surround
chromaticity, IA. The right line, intersecting the y-axis
at 0.045, describes a major amount of induction
consistentwith adaptation to the surround chromaticity,
1*.The area between the pair of lines describesmatches
which do notvary much in their l-matchvalues.These are
hues which do not appear to have much “red” or “blue-
green” content.We call this area “the hiatus” to indicate
that there is a separation of two induction effects. The
size of the hiatus grows with increasingdeparture of the
Lchromaticitysurround COIItd 1A frOIII INXKI%I1,Iw.
The right panels show s-matches, (s – ~w)~,~chvs
l-test, (1 – lw),.,t. All the matchesare positiveindicating
a “blue-purple” content to the percept. As in Fig. 4(d),
there is a pronouncedinteractioneffect.The s-match data
are not described by a horizontal line, but show a peak
near the surround l-chromaticity. The solid line repre-
sents the fit of equation (6) to the data substituting the
appropriate value of the surround chromaticity, 1A for
neutral,IWfor each surroundcondition.The qualityof the
fits are good. The maximal s-match content,
(s – sw)~.,.~ occurs at the surround f-chromaticity, fA
as predicted by equation (6). When the two data panels
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intercepts for data revealing maximal retinal adaptation. The space
between the intercepts is the hiatus.
are compared, we see that in the hiatus, the test stimuli
vary primarily in their “blue-purple” content. The
parameters of equation (6) show a small but consistent
dependence on the surround chromaticity. The “blue
purple” content rises to a steeperpeak for the most “red”
surrounds. Thus parameter b increases as parameter a
decreases.For the majority of surrounds,the sum (a + b)
of the parametersremainsconstantnear 1.4.Thus it is the
amount of the interaction that is varying, rather than the
amount of adaptation.
Data for the two other observerswere similar and are
not shown.Table 2 summarizesthe fitparametersand the
squareroot of the mean squareresidualsfor the fits,and it
can be noted that the quality of the fits is similar for all
three observers. The intercepts for the l-matches are
shown as a function of the surround l-opponent
chromaticity, (1A—/w), for all three observers in Fig.
6. On this plot the diagonal indicates adaptation to the
surround and the horizontal axis indicates no induction
effect. Circles show the interceptsfor test chromaticities
more extreme than the surround. These intercepts
increasewith adaptingchromaticityand indicatea strong
role of chromaticadaptationin hue appearance.The lines
fitted to these data have slopes between 0.66 and 0.93.
Squares show intercepts for test chromaticities of
opposite valence to the surround. These intercepts are
constant and indicate a minimal contrast effect indepen-
dentof the surroundchromaticity.The linesfittedto these
data have slopesbetween 0.04 and 0.16. The sizes of the
inductioneffects are similar for all three observers.
Experiment 2
Hue matches on the s-line. The major data of the
secondexperimentare hue matchesmade as a functionof
s-test, (s – sw)~e,~,and the surroundchromaticity,(0.65,
sA).The data for observerAC are displayedin Fig. 7(a)-
(i), in a formatparallel to that of Fig. 5. Each set of panels
shows the three matches made for one surround
condition; the left panels show the s-matches,
(s – sW)m@ch Vs (s – sw)& and the right panels show
the l-matches, (1 — IW)mat& vs (s — sw)test. The position
of the surround chromatichy is shown by arrows.
For the s-matclies, matches and tests have common
axes. The horizontal liqe passes through the origin
dividing the match percepts into positive percepts of
“blue-purple” and negative percepts of “green-yellow”.
The diagonal indicates adaptation to the equal energy
spectrum. Contrast is observed under all conditions. The
“yellowish” surrounds reduced the percept of “yellow-
ness” in the tests; the “blue-purple” surrounds reduced
the percept of “blue-purple” in the tests.
Again, a single line does not in general describe the
data. This result, parallel to the result of Experiment 1, is
a failure of the assumption of a unitary chromatic
opponent function. The data can be fit by a pair of 45 deg
line segments separated by a region where the hue
percept has minimal “blue-purple” or “green-yellow”
content.
For “blue-purple” surrounds, SA>1.0, we fit one line
to test chromatichies below and at neutral, Sw, and we fit
a second line to test chromaticities at and above the
adapting chromaticity, S,4. For “green-yellow” sUr-
rounds, SA<1.0, we fit one line to test chromaticities
below and at the adapting chromaticity,s.&and we fit a
second line to test chromaticities at and above neutral,
Sw. The fits are shown by heavy solid lines. These fits
showed similar mean squared residuals(Table 3). Figure
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FIGURE7. Hue matches for Experiment2: test and surroundstimulion two s-lines. The left panels show(s – sw)~~~~hplotted
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7(f) showsdata for a surroundwith a value for (S* – Sw) adaptation to the surround chromaticity, sA. The area
of 2.0. The first line, intersecting the y-axis at 0.239, between the pair of lines describesmatcheswhich do not
describes a minimal amount of induction, which is not vary much in their s-match values. These are hues which
consistent with adaptation to the surround chromaticity, do not appear to have much “blue-purple” or “green-
sA. The second line, intersecting the y-axis near 1.789 yellow” content. We again call this area “The hiatus”.
describes a major amount of induction consistent with As with Experiment 1, the size of the hiatus grows with
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increasing departure of the surround chromaticity from
neutral, Sw.
The right panels show l-matches, (1 – iw)~a~chvs s-
tests, (s – Sw)t,,t.All the matchesare positive,indicating
a “red” content to the percept. The added “red” is
independentof the s-contentof the test and can be fitby a
horizontal line with constant displacement. The added
“red” is also independent of the s-content of the
surround; the spread of the average fits among the
differentsurroundsis similar to the spreadof the matches
for the ten test stimuliwithin a surround.Thus, there is no
evidence of interactionbetween the surround s-chroma-
ticity, sA,and its Lchromaticity,1A.
Data for two other observerswere similar and are not
shown. Table 3 summarizesthe intercepts and the mean
square residuals for the fits. As for Experiment 1, the
quality of the fits is similar for all three observers. The
interceptsfor thes-matchesare shownas a functionof the
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surrounds-opponentchromaticity,(s —SW),for all three
observers in Fig. 8. On these plots the diagonal indicates
adaptation to the surround and the horizontal axis
indicates no effect. Circles show the intercepts for test
chromaticities of greater opponent valence than the
surround. These intercepts increase with adapting
chromaticity and indicate a strong role of chromatic
adaptation in hue appearance. The lines fitted to these
data have slopes between 0.68 and 1.00. Squares show
intercepts for test chromaticities of opposite opponent
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valenceto the surround. These intercepts are constant and
indicate a minimal contrast effect independent of the
surround chromaticity. The lines fitted to these data have
slopes between 0.002 and 0.08. The sizes of the induction
effects are similar for all three observers.
DISCUSSION
The fact that the data cannotbe fitwith,a single45 deg
line indicates that one assumption of the two-process
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FIGURE 8. Summary data for the results of Experiment 2. The
intercepts, shown in Table 2, are plotted aa a function of the adapting
surround.Each panel showsdata of a different observer.Squaresshow
intercepts for data revealing minimal retinal adaptation; circles show
intercepts for data revealing maximal retinal adaptation. The space
between the intercepts is the hiatus.
model as applied to spectral opponency at equal
luminance is incorrect: the results are inconsistentwith
the assumptionof a unitarychromaticopponentfunction.
The data suggestthat the rectifiedspectralopponentcells
of the PC-pathway maintain their distinctness.
Our previousstudiesof discrimination.establishedthat
for our equiluminant stimulus display, the test field is
subjectto retinalchromaticadaptationfrom the surround.
Three aspectsof our appearancedata confirmthat the test
field was subject to surround adaptation. First, the
chromaticsurrounddid removevirtuallyall its chromatic
contentfrom the test.The perceptof “redness” requireda
test with higher l-content than the surround. The most
extreme adaptation condition on the l-line was a “red”
light with a relative Ltroland value of 0.81 [Fig. 5(k)].
This surround did indeed remove virtually all the “red”
in the tests, none of which were matched to a hue having
“red” content. Similarly, the most extreme adaptation
conditionon the s-line was a “blue-purple” light with a
relative s-troland value of 6.0 [Fig. 7(i)]. This surround
again removed virtually all the “blue-purple” in the test
and none of the s-tests were matched to a hue having
“blueWurple” content. Second, the pathway interaction
between the rectified(1 – m)~o spectralopponentsignals
and the (s —y)so spectralopponentsignals is dominated
by the surround l-chromaticity,Z*.This result suggests
that the spectral opponent pathway interaction is
determined by the adapted retinal signals from the
surround. Third, we did not observe an additive effect
in our data. Our data either showed adaptation to the
surround, or they showed a minimal contrast effect,
independentof the surround chromaticity. The additive
effect is a well-establishedphenomenonfor many other
experimentalparadigms and its absence is indicative of
retinal chromatic adaptation.
We observed only one type of interaction effect: s-
matches were affected both by the l-chromaticityof the
test and by the l-chromaticityof the surround. There is
previous indication for such an interaction in color
appearancedata (Burnsetal., 1984;Ayama et al., 1987).
Color discriminationdata, however, do not reveal such
effects (Boynton & Kambe, 1980; Zaidi et al., 1992;
Miyaharaet al., 1993).We did not observean interaction
of the s-chromaticity of the tests or surroundson the 1-
matches. An interaction of s-test chromaticity on l-test
chromaticity has, however, been reported for chromatic
discriminationby Boynton and Kambe (1980).
The study of Chichilnisky& Wandell (1995) using 64
deg backgroundsrevealed retinal adaptation.Their study
used a fused binocularperceptwhich combineddisparate
spectral information from the two eyes. The data are
consistent with the interpretation that their observers
matched retinal contrast signalsbetween two differently
adapted eyes [as illustrated in Fig. 3(b)]. In our
experiment, only test stimuli more extreme than the
surround showedthe expected retinal adaptation. In our
experiments,the hue appearanceof the surrounddoes not
change much during the course of an experimental run.
The surroundpercept is presumablymaintained.by small
eye movementsthat sweep the bordersof the surroundon
the retina. Our observers always matched a test percept
seen in a neutralsurroundwith a comparisonpercept seen
in a chromaticsurround.Somefeatureof our displaymay
interferewith the abilityof the observer to make matches
based solely on retinal contrast signals from the test.
Our design suggeststhat higher-levelinteractionsmay
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affect the output of retinal ganglion cells of the PC-
pathway. These interactions appear to be specific to the
spectral opponentcell type of the PC-pathway.Consider
again the “red” surround. At the retinal ganglion cell
level, we expect adapted PC-pathway(+L – M) cells to
carry a positive signal near and above the surround 1-
chromaticity,1A,and we expect the adapted PC-pathway
(+M – L) cells to carry a positivesignalnear and below
the surround Lchromaticity, IA. However, our study
demonstrated that while a signal for “red” did occur at
and above the surround l-chromaticity, 1A,a positive
signal for “blue-green” occurred only near and below
the neutral chromaticity, IW.The result is the hiatus, a
region of chromaticityspacebetween neutral, IW,and the
surroundLchromaticity,1A,that carries neithera positive
signal for “red” nor a positive signal for “blue-green”.
Our data are not in agreement with a recent study of
Webster and Mellon (1995). In our displays,a chromatic
test field in a neutral surround always maintains a
chromatic appearance. Our discriminationdata similarly
do not reveal any local adaptationto the test field.In their
experiment, they reported that the test field, viewed in a
neutral surround appeared neutral following a 3 min
adaptation. Further, they observed that chromaticities
around the test field were matched to chromaticities
displacedaround neutral.Thus a test color in the positive
quadrant of their cone opponent chromaticity space was
matched by a comparisoncolor in the negativequadrant.
The experimentdiffered from ours in the requirementof
steadyfixationand use of a brief, 0.5 sec testpulse. In our
experiment, all fieldswere present continuouslyand the
observer was free to make minor eye movements. It is
possible that their results reflect very precise, steady
fixation.
The hiatusis a novelphenomenonrelated to our goalof
establishing retinal chromatic adaptation by our sur-
round,while not employinga ganzfeld. The hiatus is not
a natural phenomenon, since local chromatic adaptation
does not occur in viewing of natural scenes.However the
hiatus serves to demonstrate that the unitary chromatic
opponentprocess,while a powerfulconceptfor modeling
color perception is not based in a unitary physiological
entity. Further, the hiatus demonstrates that interaction
mechanisms appear to be specific for each sub-type of
spectral opponent input.
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